<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AG GRANITES PVT. LTD.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muthu Gounder Colony,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dharmapuri Dist.,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harur – 636 903, Tamilnadu, India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tel</strong> : 0091-4346-222555</td>
<td><strong>Mr. Arun Kumar G</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fax</strong> : 0091-4346-222266</td>
<td><strong>Production &amp; Marketing Executive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mobile</strong> : 0091-9003174742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E-mail</strong> : <a href="mailto:arun@ammangranites.com">arun@ammangranites.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Web</strong> : <a href="http://www.ammangranites.com">www.ammangranites.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPANY PROFILE:**

"AG Granites Pvt. Ltd." a name which profoundly stands for the monument experts in India, came into existence since 20 years as a 100% Export Oriented Organization. The company is one of the largest producers of granite monuments in the country and has clients from all around the globe looking unto it for their exact needs. To cater the ever increasing demand of the global needs, the company has expanded its capacity by opening additional unit since the year 2000.

Today the company is regarded as the No. 1 monument specialist in the global monument market. In the uncompromising expectations of its beloved customers or constantly fulfilled in each and every aspect. The management's strong will coupled with a constant endeavor to produce nothing but the best has made it possible.

Monuments are currently exported to USA, AUSTRALIA, BELGIUM, FRANCE, GERMANY, NETHERLANDS, ENGLAND, IRELAND, NORWAY and AUSTRIA. It has scaled a new high of exporting more than 450 containers a year. This noteworthy development can be attributed to the complete satisfaction and faith the customers have in the quality of products and the services offered. Production is scheduled in such a way that it exactly meets the delivery schedules fixed by the customers.

**PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:**

Polished Granite Monuments & Slabs A-8405 (H.S. Code: 68022310)

In order to meet the demand of different customers in different parts of the world, the company maintains both own and tie-up quarries of different variety of stones. The range of colours, include INDIAN BLACK, VIZAG BLUE, PARADISO, HIMALAYAN BLUE, WHITE GALAXY, GREEN, RED etc.

**END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:**

1. BUILDERS & CONTRACTORS,
2. GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENTS,
3. INDUSTRIALISTS,
4. ARCHITECTS, STRUCTURAL & THERMAL CONSULTANTS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENTS ETC. AND
5. INDIVIDUALS FOR THEIR HOUSES / FARMS ETC.
# ASIAN CONSUMABLES INDIA PVT. LTD.

No.3, Balaji Street, M.G.M. Nagar,  
Avaniyapuram Bye Pass Road,  
Madurai - 625 012. India

**Tel:** 0091-452-6453334  
**Fax:** 0091-452-2673337  
**Mobile:** 0091-9842109054  
**E-mail:** rajan@rajexim.com  
**Web:** www.raj-exim.com

Mrs. T. Sivaranjini,  
Director

## COMPANY PROFILE :

“ASIAN CONSUMABLES INDIA PVT. LTD.”, Madurai is a leading exporter of Natural Granite and Safety Matches. The company has exported the item to Peru, Albania and they are marching ahead with premium quality products of international standards.

## PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST :

- Granite Blocks & Slabs (H.S. Code: 25161200)  
- Safety Matches (HS Code: 36050010)

## END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS :

1. Architects.  
2. Builders & Developers.  
3. Medium & large infrastructures owners/facility managers.  
4. Civil Contractors  
5. Wholesalers / Distributors / Importers
It is so surprising that the most commonly used room in a house can sometimes be taken for granted. “AUM STRUCTBUILD PVT. LTD.”, an array of most exquisite artifacts in stone like sand stone, quartzite, slates, Marble, Granite, Ceramic Floor and Wall Tiles and various Bathroom Fittings would definitely give your shelter an elegant and luxurious view to cherish forever.

Having worked in construction industry since many decades, AUM STRUCTBUILD PVT. LTD. brings a level of unmatched expertise, professionalism and customer service to serve various clients worldwide. Our years of experience in the building construction having exposure with the various innovative product ranges in Ceramic Floor and Wall Tiles, Marble, Granite, Bathroom Fittings and many other construction related products with different inherent characteristics are our asset. Superior fabrication of our meticulously crafted natural stone assures you that your investment will be a showpiece for years to come. We have crossed many milestones as a manufacturer and exporter of Indian stone products known for their strength and vibrancy spreading melody from thousands years of tradition.

Customized range of products encompasses various innovatively designed products that stand apart in terms of design and finish in consonance to all customer segments globally.

Our well-established Construction Company possesses more than three decades experience in this industry. Over a period of time, we are specialized in Construction of Industrial and Commercial Building including buildings for Multinational and Public Limited Companies. Having overwhelming response too from the customers from various sectors. We have brought down our synergies of expertise in technicalities, instinct abilities in marketing, administration, financial management and desire to create such a product range, which can satisfy any individual's needs. We have exported our materials to Russia, U K, Australia, Venezuela, Sweden, Jamaica, USA, Canada, Italy, Dubai, Behrain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and many such destinations.Mainly we are into natural stones and stone products and all building materisl like terracotta roofing tiles, and flooring materials etc.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST :
Granite & Natural Stones (H.S. Code: 25161200)

END- USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS :
1. Architects.
2. Builders & Developers.
3. Medium & large infrastructures owners/facility managers.
4. Civil Contractors
5. Wholesalers / Distributors / Importers
**COMPANY PROFILE:**

"CLICH’E STONE" is a chida white granite exporting and manufacturing company. The Chida White quarry is located at Visakhapatnam of Andhra Pradesh State in India. Our mines are well equipped with the latest and most required techniques for mining and operation. Our industries are equipped with state of art manufacturing facilities. We have all modern machines needed for cutting and polishing of stone. We specialize in selling the chida white granite as blocks, tiles, slabs and finishes since the inception of our company. Chida white granite is highly used in floor, fireplace, countertop, walls and other decorations. The embedded structure of chida white granite creates a great appeal and mind serenity to the people who use it or view it. In India, there are fewer suppliers of chida white granite, of whom we are also the company specially involved in catering quality chida white granite to our customers and ensure in fulfilling their demands and needs. Our products are:

FINISHES : Polished, Flamed, Honed Finish, Tiles – Chamfered, Calibrated. Available in form of blocks, slabs, prefabricated, precut, ready to install.

**PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST**:

Granite Blocks & Slabs (H.S. Code: 25161200)

**END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS**:

1. Architects.
2. Builders & Developers.
3. Medium & large infrastructures owners/facility managers.
4. Civil Contractors
5. Wholesalers / Distributors / Importers
**Dharajyot Stone Art**  
37, New Bhatar, Um Road,  
Bhatar – 395 007, India  

Tel : 0091-261-2261698  
Fax : 0091-183-2261698  
Mobile: 0091-9825093734  
E-mail: lekhraj@dharajyot.com  
Web: www.dharajyot.com  

| Lekhraj Katri –  
| Photo to be handed over  

| Mr. Lekhraj Khatri,  
| Manager  

**COMPANY PROFILE :**  

“Dharajyot Stone Art” are the manufacturer of stone articles, jali, jharokha, columns, pedestal, sculpture, entrance foyer, bungalow, front elevation, tulsi kunda, garden bench, vases, flower pot, gazzebo chatri, mini-planter, mandir / temple [small, big], wall hanging idols, kunda, architecture tiles, slabs [20-500 mm] in many types of stone or marble. lime stone.  

We are basically from Jaisalmer, State of Rajasthan, India. We have done many big projects like hotels, resorts, circles, tri-circles, dividers, bungalows, highrise- Buildings entrance foyer / reception, temples and jain derasar in many parts of India.  

We have our own mines, cutting plant, carving unit in jaisalmer. Now we have successfully started our showroom and carving unit in surat from last ten year. We also take complete work for building of all types on turnkey basis.. We also supply sand stone from different part of India.and Around World.  

Our main markets are North America, South America, Eastern Europe, Southeast Asia, Africa, Oceania, Middle East, Eastern Asia, Western Europe, Central America, Northern Europe, Southern Europe, South Asia, Domestic Market  

| PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST :  

| Sandstone (H.S. Code: 25162000), Granite Slabs (H.S.Code: 25161200)  

| END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS :  

1. Architects.  
2. Builders & Developers.  
3. Medium & large infrastructures owners/facility managers.  
4. Civil Contractors  
5. Wholesalers / Distributors / Importers
GAJANAND GRANITES

H-23, RIICO Industrial Area,
Phase – III,
Jalore – 343 001, Rajasthan, India

Tel: 0091-265-2487502
Mobile: 0091-9414140257
Fax: 0091-265-2460335
E-mail:gajanandexport@hotmail.com
pratham@gajanandgranites.com
Web: www.gajanandgranite.com

Mr. Kalu Ram Mali
Proprietor

COMPANY PROFILE :

Engaged in the manufacturing and supply of Indian natural stones, Gajanand Granites is one of the fastest growing organizations in this business category. We have built on the trust of our clients by providing them with finest quality natural stones like sandstone, limestone, marble, granite, slate stone, cobbles, landscaping pebbles, and many other natural stones. Be it office, residence, commercial complex or any other architectural project, our product line of building stones defines beauty of each.

Gajanand Granites was established in the year 2002, 2003 with a motto of providing world class Indian natural stones at a competitive price throughout the world. We are proud to say that we are successful in achieving our motto and have been supplying international quality natural stones since then. The set up of Gajanand Granites was initiated in order to cater to the specific requirements of our clients and to propagate an innovative idea of service in the stone market. We have been maintaining a constant turnover of an average of more than 5 million US dollars in the overseas market. We strengthen our roots even after facing stiff competition from our competitors.

We have acquired one of the most sophisticated Granite cutting machines, polisher Since 2002-2003 then, we have never looked back and today, we have earned global recognition for our quality natural stones.

All of our 5 mines are well equipped with the latest and most required techniques of mining and operation. We can deliver demands of any quantity without any problem. We have enough recourses and facilities for large scale quarrying for instant and wholesale delivery.

We are producing materials of various dimensions according to the requirements and demand of our clients. Our clients can discuss their requirement with our professionals and achieve specific solutions. Our produced material is well dressed in cuboid shape, free of any cracks and visible and prominent variation. In case, there are some special requirements, we have resources and facility to deliver with perfection.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST :

Granites (H.S. Code: 68022390)

END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS :

1. Architects.
2. Builders & Developers.
3. Medium & large infrastructures owners/facility managers.
4. Civil Contractors
5. Wholesalers / Distributors / Importers
# COMPANY PROFILE:

“GLOBAL STONES PVT. LTD.” formed in 1994 to plan, promote and organize an integrated development of India natural stone, marble and sand stones at national and international level. The company specializes in processing of all kinds of rough granite, marble, sand stones and onyx blocks. They bring to the world a wide range of coloured stones from the quarries of South India, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh & Gujarat. A team of professional exports work round the clock to meet the highest quality standards. The production team of Global Stones is fully equipped with resources to meet stringent deadlines and comply with bulk quantity orders without any compromise in quality. The advanced and sophisticated Italian and German machines from the best manufacturers help us to achieve the top quality to meet the global standards. Global Stones have the facilities like Granite & Marble Gang Saws, Line polishers and Edge cutting machine, Block Dresser and all other facilities to handle large size blocks & slabs. To be one of the world’s largest & best exporters & manufacturers of sand stone, marble & other Indian natural stones. Their products are competitive to be of international export standards. Their stones are used in construction purpose of residential & commercial buildings, around the world. They are the pioneer manufacturer & exporters of the wide range of stones.

# PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:

- Granite (HS Code: 25161200)
- Marble (HS Code: 25151220)
- Sand Stone (HS Code: 25162200)

# END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:

1. Architects.
2. Builders & Developers.
3. Medium & large infrastructures owners/facility managers.
4. Civil Contractors
5. Wholesalers / Distributors / Importers
JW INDUS MARBLE COMPANY

Sesha Sai Apartment, Flat No.2-2
Vijaya Nagar Colony,
2, Bypass Road,
Khammam – 500 403,
Khammam Dist, AP, India

Tel: 0091- 874-2229944
Fax: 0091-874-2229944
Mobile: 0091-9652590836 / 9642091521
E-mail: jwindusmarbleco@gmail.com

Mr. Narpat Singh                Mr. Ranjit Singh

COMPANY PROFILE:
The company is located at Khammam Dist, State of Andhra Pradesh, India. They are exporter / manufacturer of granite, black galaxy granite, steel gray black granite, tan brown granite, black pearl granite, kashmit white granite, madura gold granite, marble, green marble, rainforest marble, brown forest marble, golden marble, sandstone,aisalmer ita gold sandstone, yellow sandstone, etc. Their production capacity is 30000-35000 sq.ft.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:
Granite (HS Code: 25161200)

END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:

1. Architects.
2. Builders & Developers.
3. Medium & large infrastructures owners/facility managers.
4. Civil Contractors
5. Wholesalers / Distributors / Importers
**COMPANY PROFILE:**
Quartz Stone India Pvt. Ltd. was established in 2005, since then they have enjoyed exponential growth and sale globally. Their success is based upon their ability to respond flexibility to their customers individual needs for both large and small projects. Their experience and detailed knowledge of the stone industry, their competitive prices, the excellent comprehensive service and a team of highly professional and trained staff. There are supplying their products globally viz. Japan, UAE, UK, Belgium, Australia, Germany, Italy, Ireland, etc.

**PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:**
Sand Stone (H.S. H.S. Code: 25162000), Lime Stone, Granite (H.S. Code: 25161200), Slate Stone, Artifacts

**END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:**
1. Architects.
2. Builders & Developers.
3. Medium & large infrastructures owners/facility managers.
4. Civil Contractors.
5. Wholesalers / Distributors / Importers.
RAJ EXIM

No.3, Balaji Street, M.G.M. Nagar, Avaniyapuram Bye Pass Road, Madurai - 625 012. India

Tel: 0091-452-6453331 / 6453334
Fax: 0091-452-2673337
Mobile: 0091-9842109054
E-mail: rajan@rajexim.com
Web: www.raj-exim.com

Mr. K. Thirupathi Rajan,
CEO

COMPANY PROFILE:

“RAJ EXIM” is exporting the best quality natural granite from a wide range of different quarry’s from various parts of India with exclusive colours with various finished products like Gangsaw slabs, cutter size slabs, tiles, countertops, tabletops, monuments with various finishes such as polished, flamed, brushed, etc. Stringent quality control measures are set at every stage of processing to ensure a uniform quality in the material exported. All the quality systems have been formalized to meet inline with International Standard ISO 9001:2008.

We are also offering variety, quality and exemplary designs in their range of exclusive safety matches like cardboard matches, wooden / veneer matches, wax matches, kitchen box matches, advertising hotel matches, cigar matches, book matches & special shaped matches, etc.

We provide a one-stop solution to our clients by supply different variety under one roof.

Quality is the hallmark of our products which are hygienically packaged on sophisticated machines. The Quality Management System followed is inline with International Standard ISO 9001:2008. Grading & packing is done by technically skilled professional and with utmost care to the environment.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:

Granite (HS Code: 68022310), Safety Matches (HS Code: 36050010).

END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:

1. Architects.
2. Builders & Developers.
3. Medium & large infrastructures owners/facility managers.
4. Civil Contractors
5. Wholesalers / Distributors / Importers
SHRI GANESH GRANITE

254, Himmat Nagar,
Tonk Road,
Jaipur – 302 018
India

Tel: 0091-141-2705055
Fax: 0091-141-2707180
Mobile: 0091-9829018322
E-mail: githalag@sggjaipur.com
Web: www.sggjaipur.com

Mr. Ganesh Singh Githala,
Proprietor

COMPANY PROFILE:

Shri Ganesh Granite has been at the forefront of superior quality since the inception of the modern stone industry and excellence is inherent in the genes of its 21st century forebears. And if the key principle is ‘survival of the fittest’ then consider this the SGG group was founded in 80’s. Since then the sheer performance, matchless quality, super production, various after sales services with feedback, prompt execution, and customer communication promptness has captivated thousands of satisfy customers and continues to be the most successful and growing granite and other natural stone processors.

At SGG, quality is an integral part of the production process. Form follows function, yes but quality enhancement (customer satisfaction) is the norm.

SGG has always been a thin line to tread, timelessness and the fashion of the moment. As always the fusion is seamless.

With all production elements carefully co ordinate, the final product has a poised, well finished look that exudes dynamism. Classically futuristic, one might say. After all SGG has been shaping the future of natural stones for more than 30years and our final product is the latest expression of the philosophy.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:

Granite Slabs & Tiles (HS Code: 25161200) Marble Slabs & Tiles (HS Code: 25151220), Sand Stone Slabs & Tiles (HS Code: 25162200)

END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:

1. Architects.
2. Builders & Developers.
3. Medium & large infrastructures owners/facility managers.
4. Civil Contractors
5. Wholesalers / Distributors / Importers
**AKAL PIPE INDUSTRIES**

SCO 28, 29, 30 Sector  
9D Cabin – 5, 2nd Floor,  
Chandigarh – 160 009, Punjab, India

**Tel:** 0091-172-5002112  
**Mobile:** 0091-9646777424  
**E-mail:** info@akalinds.com  
**Web:** www.akalinds.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photos to be handed over</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Mr. Nazam Singh | Ms. Amandeep K. Sidhu, |
| Partner | Operations Manager-Mktg |

**COMPANY PROFILE:**

“AKAL PIPE INDUSTRIES” is located at Chandigarh, State of Punjab, India. We input branded raw material only. From Cement to Steel, we make sure that raw material is uniform. A special check is performed for ensuring raw material does not hold moisture, rust, etc. After raw material is approved it is send to production unit.

During production process we make regular check at production machinery, raw material input and product output in production. Machinery is checked for its smooth functioning. Raw material is checked for proper mix composition and product output is checked for engineering as per plan.

Our products are manufactured from fully automatic plant. After final produce we check final produce that it meets standard set with dimensions, load and strength. After successful text a certificate is issued for particular product with warranty.

**PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:**

Reinforced Concrete Products: Pipes, Road barriers, Manholes, U Channels, Concrete blocks and 100 other concrete products (H.S. Code: 68101190)

**END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:**

Infrastructure, Government Contractors, Private Contractors & Builders
LUBITECH ENTERPRISES

233, Mastermind IV, Royal Palms, Arrey Colony, Goregaon (E), Mumbai-400 065, India

Tel : 0091-22-2879 0325/0050
Mobile: 0091-9819867843
Fax : 0091-22-2879 0325
E-mail: lubitechservices@yahoo.co.in
Web: www.lubitechenterprises.com

Mr. Jayant Shroff
Partner

COMPANY PROFILE:

Lubitech Enterprises was established in 2005. With over 5 years of being in this industry for providing World Class services related to Glass Melting Furnaces in Glass Manufacturing Companies, Lubitech Enterprises is now the Authorized Marketing and Supplying Agent for some of the Top Glass Industries Worldwide. Our services include supply of all types of Refractories for Glass Furnaces, and on line Furnace Camera Systems.

We undertake all types of Furnace repairs which include Hot and Cold repairs. We not only supply the materials required for the Hot repairs but also undertake the supervision of all types of Hot and Cold Repairs with the man power required for these repairs also being provided by us. We also undertake complete rebuild of the Furnaces with complete Refractory Installations and Steel Fabrication & Installation jobs.

Our Aim at Lubitech enterprises is Total Furnace Solutions. Our Associations extend to a number of World Class Service providers to the Glass Industries.

1. Lubisol Engineering Co. (Bulgaria)
2. Tata Refractory Limited
3. M/s Henan Chief Way Industry Co. Ltd.
4. M/s Shinecarry Industries Co. (China)
5. M/s Zhengzhou Firebird Industry (China)
6. SVA Industries Fernseh GmbH (Germany)

Our National and International Synergies and Leadership of more than 40 years experience in Glass Manufacturing Industries will give your Glass Manufacturing Process a New Dimension.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:

Refractories (H.S. Code: 69039020, 69039030, 69039040, 69039090)

END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:

Glass Manufacturers, Metal Manufacturers (Aluminium, Steel Etc.)
**COMPANY PROFILE:**

ASP Sealing Products Ltd is one of the premier Company in EPDM Weather-strips manufacturing industries fully backed by well equipped two manufacturing units and ably supported by proper & professional infrastructure in all sphere of Company operation with regional offices at all metros.

ASP has been accredited by ISO/TS 16949:2002 certification. To make the quality standards. The strength of the ASP is laying with its strong hold in OEMS, domestic after market, Railways apart from Industrial & Architectural presence facilitating the company to lead the path of progress, "IT’S A SEAL OF TRUST"

ASP Sealing started manufacturing EDPM weatherstrip, Co-Extruded / PVC and metal to Rubber products in 1989 in technical collaboration with SAIAG INDUSTRIA s.p.a. of Italy, one of the largest global player in the field of Weatherstrips. The state-of-art manufacturing facilities is located 70 miles East of Delhi with in-house R & D, Tool Room & Design & Development on an industrial plot measuring 35,000 sq.mtrs. capable of mancufacturing the entire sealing profile for entire vehicle under one roof.

We take pride of possessing the most sophisticated compounding section with advanced system for manufacturing profile, new generation microwave ultra high frequncy curing system and an installed capacity of 70million mtrs.

**PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:**

Automotive Hose (H.S. Code: 40093100), TRP-Plates, Sheets of Cellular Rubber (H.S. Code: 40081990)

**END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:**

Wholesalers, Distributors, Importers
K.R.M. TYRES

295, New Jawahar Nagar,
Jalandhar – 144 021, India

Tel: 0091-1795-308500 / 308508 to 308517
Fax: 0091-1795-308502
Mobile: 0091-9810699225
Mobile: 0091-9816500080
E-mail: sales@krmtyres.com / info@krmtyres.com / sandeep@krmtyres.com
Web: www.krmtyres.com

Mr. Jatinder Pal Singh Oberoi
Export Manager

COMPANY PROFILE:
KRM TYRES started its production in the state of art plant at Baddi, Himachal Pradesh, in the year 2007 under the guidance of able, young and dynamic CEO, Mr Sandeep Jain.

In a short span of TWO years KRM Tyres has got recognition and received ISO 9001 and DOT certifications. This is purely on the strength of our quality man power resulting in quality product. KRM has got dealer net work throughout the length and breadth of India who deliver our tyres with confidence to the end user. Our products include two/three wheeler tyres, LCV, tractor, industrial and OTR Tyres.

One of the multi-national company from India outsources tyres of their brand from us, which once again goes to prove that we believe in QUALITY and QUALITY IS OUR MOTO.
KRM’s presence is felt globally, our product is available in European markets, North and South America, African countries, Far eastern countries, Gulf countries, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and Bangladesh. Needless to say Two of American Tire companies out source their tires from us in their Brands.
As a growing company, we would like to spread our wings and widen our horizons both Nationally and Internationally.

To excel and make a difference in achieving the set Goals through the Spirit of “CAN DO” and “WE” instead of “I” attitude imbibed by the CEO. KRM is fully backed with its R & D department who are striving constantly to improve the quality of their tyres. This has resulted in customizing the tyres as per the needs of our esteem clients.

KRM believes in training its man power and update them with the latest change in the industry. This aspect is becoming increasingly significant to have an edge over our competitors.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:
Two/Three wheeler Tyres, LCV, Tractor, Industrial & OTR Tyres (HS Code: 40112090)

END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:
Distributors / Dealers / Wholesalers
NRC INDUSTRIES LTD.
9th Mile Stone, Kashmir Road,
P.O. Verka,
Amritsar - 143 501, India

Tel : 0091-183-2263600-04
Fax : 0091-183-2263028
Mobile: 0091-9855537927
E-mail: nrcexports@yahoo.com /
nrc@jla.vsnl.net.in / nrctaran@yahoo.co.in
Web: www.nrcconveyor.com

Photos to be handed over

Mr. Arvinder Singh        Mr. Kuldeep Singh
CEO                        Manager (Exports)

COMPANY PROFILE:

“NRC INDUSTRIES LTD.” was established in 1989 to produce and specialize in all types of Quality
Conveyor Belts. Promoted by a firm with 45 Years of experience and conviction in the trade, the
production facilities and management is located at Amritsar, State of Punjab, India.

To Provide Quality Conveyor Belts to our Customers by Continuous modernisation of plant and
production techniques in line with International Standards.

The manufacturing plant is situated at Amritsar having most modern and fully equipped with
microprocessor controls and extensive instrumentation which provides information and data which
in turn is used to control the process to ensure the Quality of the end products. It produces nearly 5 Lac
Running Meters Conveyor Belts per annum.

The manufacturing process is controlled and managed by the support of an in house fully developed
Central Quality Assurance Laboratory which has the latest Computer Controlled system and Calibrated
Instruments for correct Raw Material analysis, in Process every stage system control by technical
peoples and testing the End Products for total conformity of the Quality Requirements.

The Products strictly confirm to National and International standards and follow relevant ISO, DIN,
BIS and IS: Standards apart from technical specifications provided by our customers. The Quality
Assurance plan adopted is in conformity with the guideline laid in ISO: 9001-2000, ISO - 143001
standard of Quality System.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:

Conveyor Belt (H.S. Code: 40101290), Transmission Belt (H.S.Code: 40103992)

END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:

Thermal/Mineral/Chemical/Fertilizers Plant, Iron/Coal/Steel/Underground/Open Ground Mines
OMFA RUBBERS PVT. LTD.

B-20 & 21, Sector – 5,
Noida – 201 301,
India

Tel: 0091-120-2420482 / 2421466
Fax: 0091-120-2421407
Mobile: 0091-9899115230
E-mail: sales@omfarubbers.com / info@omfarubbers.com
Web: www.omfarubbers.com

Mr. Anuj P. Farsaiya,
Director

COMPANY PROFILE:

‘OMFA RUBBERS PVT. LTD.’ is a manufacturer-exporter of a complete range of power rubber transmission belts, cogged belts, banded belts (vee, cogged & ribbed). For industrial and automotive usages, the company embarked on its journey of progress and excellence in the year 1992. In 2002, the company became an ISO 9001:2008 certified company.

The company has an installed capacity of 8 million units per annum currently. ENDURA Hi-Tech is highly respected amongst our product range due to its cost effectiveness, reliability, trouble-free operation and customized availability.

During the past decade, the Indian transmission rubber belts, V-belts and banded V-belts, rubber cogged belts industry has witnessed a rapid change in the business environment due to the technological advancement, social behavioral pattern and globalization to meet the stringent economic and environmental laws. Productivity is no more looked only from its economic aspect viz. ratio of what is produced to what is required to produce. It has acquired a broader definition in context to human value system in which the social philosophy assumes greatest significance.

We have always been front runners in the adoption of latest technologies, which enable us to manufacture new generation products. Our endeavour is to give our clients the complete solution at the most affordable prices. With more than 15 years of experience, the company is all set to boost its momentum of growth and trying to become an Indian Multinational.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:

Vee/Fan Belts reinforced with man-made textiles cord (HS Code: 40101190)

END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:

Thermal/Mineral/Chemical/Fertilizers Plant, Iron/Coal/Steel/Underground/Open Ground Mines
INDIAN RARE EARTHS LIMITED

Plot 1207, Veer Savarkar Marg,
Prabhadevi,
Mumbai – 400 028, India

Tel : 0091-22-2430 1755 / 2422 0843
Fax : 0091-22-2438 5575
Mobile: 0091-
E-mail: dir_mktg@irel.gov.in
Web: www.irel.gov.in

Mr. Deependra Singh,
Director (Marketing)

COMPANY PROFILE:

On August 18, 1950, Indian Rare Earths Limited (IREL) was incorporated as a private limited company - jointly owned by the Government of India and Government of Travancore, Cochin with the primary intention of taking up commercial scale processing of monazite sand at its first unit namely Rare Earths Division (RED), Aluva, Kerala for the recovery of thorium.

After becoming a full fledged Central Government Undertaking in 1963 under the administrative control of Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), IREL took over a number of private companies engaged in mining and separation of beach sand minerals in southern part of the country and established two more Divisions one at Chavara, Kerala and the other at Manavalakurichi (MK), Tamil Nadu.

After a gap of about 20 years, IREL commissioned its largest Division called Orissa Sand Complex (OSCOM) at Chatrapur, Orissa. Today IREL operates these four units with Corporate Office in Mumbai and produces/sells six heavy minerals namely ilmenite, rutile, zircon, monazite, sillimanite and garnet as well as various value added products. IREL is making profit since 1997-98 with its sales turnover reaching a peak exceeding Rs. 3600 million in 2006-07, with export component of above Rs. 1000 million.

Objectives

(i) To become nationally and globally competitive player in beach sand minerals and to achieve annual production of ilmenite with associate minerals of 8 lakh tons by the year 2012.
(ii) To improve productivity, capacity utilization, and cost effectiveness.
(iii) To maximize shareholders’ value.
(iv) To align towards strategic activities of interest to DAE and become a substantial supplier of uranium from secondary sources
(v) To strive for optimum value addition by developing technology.
(vi) To evolve and implement eco-friendly policies, programmes and projects within AERB regulations
(vii) To strengthen R & D for achieving the above -mentioned objectives.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:
Ilmenite (HS Code: 26140010) Sillimanite (HS Code: 25085023), Garnet (HS Code: 25132030), Zircon (HS Code: 26151000), Rutile (HS Code: 26140020)

END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:
Titanium Pigment manufacturers, Refractory Industries, Water Jet Cutting and Sand Blasting Industry
**MANEK ACTIVE CLAY PVT.LTD.**

Suite 302, 303 Shanti Mall,  
Nr. Sattadhar Cross Road,  
Nr. Sarthak School, Ghatiodia,  
Ahmedabad – 380 061, India

**Tel**: 0091-79-27497802  
**Fax**: 0091-79-27497803  
**Mobile**: 0091-  
**E-mail**: kamlesh@manekexports.com  
**Web**: www.manekexports.com

**Photo to be handed over**

| Mr. Kamlesh Patel  
| Managing Director |

**COMPANY PROFILE :**

Manek Active Clay Pvt Ltd. is the largest manufacturer-exporter of mineral and minerals value added products from India. Based at the western part of India i.e. Gujarat State and Head Office is in Ahmedabad, the largest commercial city in the region. The company has highly skilled and experienced people dedicated to serve customers. The company believes in “Lets Grow Together” concept of working.

To meet the international standards the products are tested and certified by inspection agencies with the ISO 9001:2000, HALAL, KOSHER AND DIOXIN CERTIFICATES. We strictly maintain and implement all parameters to maintain these standards.

The company is doing business since 1996 and exporting the following products to valuable customers worldwide completely satisfied with the quality & time service.

The company has its own Research & Development (R&D) departments & production units with highly equipped Lab equipments like Lovibond Tintometer – Color Measuring Equipment, XRD machine to know more on clay structure, particle size analyzer – Know more on the particle of product etc. thus providing quality assurance to customers..

**PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST :**


**END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS :**

Palm Oil Refinery, Cooking Oil Refinery, Petroleum Industries, Personal Care Application
**ASIAN REPROGRAPHICS PVT. LTD.**

115 & 116, SIDCO Industrial Estate, Ambattur, Chennai - 600 098, India

**Tel:** 0091-44-4504 8101  
**Fax:** 0091-44-4504 8104  
**Mobile:** 0091-9600013805  
**E-mail:** info@asianreprographics.com  
**Web:** www.asianreprographics.com

**Photos to be handed over**  
Mr. Goutam Chand D. Jain, Director  
Mrs. Indirakumari G. Jain, Director

**COMPANY PROFILE:**

Asian Reprographics (P) Ltd., Chennai is truly a coating industry, manufacturing a wide range of Printing media for Reprography, Digital imaging, Offset Printing and Photo Lamination, Book Binding & Textile Designing, Smart Card Making Industrial applications. The company is focusing on Customer Services, new products development by providing technological advancement offering peak performance and productivity. We support maximum flexibility and choice.

The company was started in the year 1979, and in 1994, the company was taken over by new management of S.DEVRAJ JAIN FAMILY consolidating the strength, skills and people to achieve a new enterprise, serving thousands of International & national customers. In the process, company achieved global exposure in polyester printing plates for small & big offsets, Laser & Inkjet positive films for PS plate and silver screen exposure. The Adhesive media were developed for label printing through inkjet and laser printing. The cold lamination pouches become recognized for the best instant encapsulation of documents and slowly picked up big customer base. Today Asian is a big name for one stop source for all the imaging needs.

Indeed, Asian is the undisputed technological leader of the industry and provides service and support, second to none. What ever size or nature of your business, we welcome your interest and custom, and would be delighted to provide you with all support in supplies and technical services.

**PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:**

- Bleaching Earth (HS Code: 38029019)  
- Activated Carbon (HS Code: 38021000)  
- Filter Aid (HS Code: 25084090)  
- Diatomaceous Earth (HS Code: 25084090)  
- Clay Absorbent (HS Code: 25082010)  
- Talc (HS Code: 25262000)  
- Bentonite (HS Code: 25081090)  
- Attapulgite (HS Code: 29422090)

**END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:**

- Palm Oil Refinery, Cooking Oil Refinery, Petroleum Industries, Personal Care Application
KOLI GRAPHICS PVT. LTD.

47-B, S.R. Nagar,
Hyderabad – 500 038, A.P., India

Tel: 0091-40-3259 1100
Mobile: 0091-9849246688
E-mail: kolli.p@kolligraphics.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mr. Parasaruni Reddy Kolli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Director – Business Dev. &amp; Finance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMPANY PROFILE:

“KOLI GRAPHICS is a manufacturer of quality printed cartons. We have a very good offset printing machine with post print facilities. We can supply all types of printed cartons for the Pharmaceutical Industry, FMCG, Cosmetics, Wine, Food, etc.,

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:

Cartons, Boxes, Cases, Bags and other Packing Containers of Paper, Paper Board, Cellulose Wadding or Webs of Cellulose fibres, Box Files, Letter Trays and similar Articles of Paper or Paper Board (H.S. Code: 48192020)

END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:

Pharma-aceutical, Ice Cream, FMCG, Cosmetics, Liquor companies, etc.
REKHA INTERNATIONAL
41, Karel Wadi,
Thakurdwar,
Mumbai – 400 002, India

Tel: 0091-22-2205 4551 / 2208 8936
Mobile: 0091-9821122236
Fax: 0091-22-2205 6890
E-mail: hemrajvshah@gmail.com

Photo to be handed over

Mr. Hemraj Shah,
Proprietor

COMPANY PROFILE :
‘REKHA INTERNATIONAL is an exporters of Paper Stationery items. They can supply all types of Stationery items to all over the world.

PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST :
Paper Stationery Products( H.S. Code: 48173090)

END- USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS :
Distributors / Dealers / Wholesalers
RAJASHREE MATCH WORKS  

251, Bye Pass Road,  
Sattur – 626 203,  
Virudhunagar Dist.  
Tamilnadu, India  

Tel: 0091-4562-260026 / 27  
Mobile: 0091-9952426055  
Fax: 0091-4562-260026  
E-mail: kadakmatches@gmail.com / rajashreematch@rediffmail.com  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photo to be given later on</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Mr. Seenivasan Padmanaban,  
Proprietor                 |

**COMPANY PROFILE:**  

‘REKHA INTERNATIONAL is an exporters of Paper Stationery items. They can supply all types of Stationery items to all over the world.

**PRODUCTS / ITEMS OF BUSINESS INTEREST:**  


**END-USERS / CLIENT SEGMENT EXPECTED TO BUY THE PRODUCTS:**  

Distributors / Dealers / Wholesalers